Basic English 1 – Summer 2011

Basic I-AHEC

- Passed Course: 50%
- Passed Course, Skipping Basic II: 17%
- Passed Class, Failed COMPASS: 33%
- Failed Course: 0%
- Withdrew: 0%

Basic I-MSC

- Passed Course: 43%
- Passed Course, Skipping Basic II: 14%
- Passed Class, Failed COMPASS: 29%
- Failed Course: 14%
- Withdrew: 0%
Basic I - Both Campuses

- Passed Course, Skipping Basic II: 47%
- Passed Course: 32%
- Passed Class, Failed COMPASS: 16%
- Failed Course: 5%
- Withdrew: 0%

Basic I

- Number of Students
- Passed Course, Skipping Basic II
- Passed Course
- Passed Class, Failed COMPASS
- Failed Course
- Withdrew
Basic I-Average COMPASS Scores

![Bar chart showing average COMPASS scores for AHEC, MSC, and Total. The chart includes average pre-test and post-test scores.]